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IN BRIEF: 

Card absent merchants are increasingly fulfilling orders from multiple locations to 
complete a single order.  Subsequently, items may be supplied from different 
locations with varying applicable tax rates where the merchant may not know the 
final amount at the time of authorisation. Existing Visa Europe Operating 
Regulations permit a 15 per cent variance between authorised and clearing 
amounts to allow for shipping costs; this will now be expanded to cover applicable 
taxes. 
 
Card absent merchants may also need longer to collate orders containing multiple 
items for shipping and may need to submit multiple clearing records using one 
authorisation code and one transaction ID.  To support this, with effect from 11 April 
2014, the Visa Europe Operating Regulations have been amended to allow card 
absent merchants to split the shipment of goods and merchandise to cardholders by 
utilising the Multiple Clearing Sequence Number (MCSN) and Multiple Clearing 
Sequence Count currently used for airline transactions. 

ACTION REQUIRED: 

With effect from 11 April 2014:  
 Applicable taxes will be included as part of the 15 per cent variance currently 

allowed between authorised and clearing amounts 
 Card absent merchants will be permitted to split shipments using multiple 

clearing records from a single authorisation 
 
Members should review the April 2014 Visa System Business Enhancements 
documentation available on Visa Online for full details. 
 



 

Background 

Card absent merchants are increasingly fulfilling orders from several locations (for 
example, warehouses and retail outlets) to complete a single order. In some 
instances, items therefore may be supplied from different countries or locations with 
varying applicable tax rates. This means the merchant may not know the final 
amount at the time of authorisation. Existing Visa Europe rules permit a 15 per cent 
variance between the authorised and clearing amounts to allow for shipping costs; 
this variance will be expanded to also cover applicable taxes. 
 
Card absent merchants may need longer to collate orders containing multiple items 
for shipping, especially if these items are sourced from multiple locations and 
acquirers may also need to submit multiple clearing records using the one 
authorisation code and one transaction ID. Multiple clearing records are already 
permitted for airline transactions; their use will now be expanded to include card 
absent transactions which could have multiple clearing records submitted over 
multiple days and where the amounts may differ for each clearing linked to the 
authorisation. Merchants wishing to use split shipments to fulfil an order against one 
authorisation code must use the MCSN and Multiple Clearing Sequence Count.   

Impacts 

Issuers 
With effect from 11 April 2014, issuers must be prepared to receive multiple 
clearing transactions related to a single card absent authorisation message and to 
receive and act upon the reversals of these messages for up to seven days after the 
authorisation is processed. 
 
Similar to airline transactions, issuers will need to utilise the MCSN and Multiple 
Clearing Sequence Count provided in the clearing records to apply them to the 
original authorisation e.g. 1 of 3, 2 of 3 etc.  Issuers should not drop the 
authorisation until such time as all the clearing records have been received. The 
introduction of transaction ID (included as part of the Processing Integrity Mandate 
with effect from October 19 2013, as communicated in Member Letter VE 46/12) will 
assist in matching the authorisation with multiple clearing records. 
 
For card absent transaction chargebacks and their related reversals, issuers must 
include the MCSN and the Multiple Clearing Sequence Count from the 
corresponding original transaction. In a request for copy for a card absent 
transaction, issuers must include the MCSN from the corresponding original 
transaction. 
 
Acquirers (must update their merchants) 
With effect from 11 April 2014, a merchant accepting cards in a card absent 
environment may obtain a single authorisation for a transaction and submit multiple 
clearing records to its acquirer for the purpose of splitting the shipment of 
merchandise if all of the following apply: 
 

o The merchant must provide proper disclosure, at a minimum on its website’s 
checkout screen/payment page, to inform the cardholder of their split 
shipment policy. 



 

o With each shipment of merchandise to the cardholder, the merchant must 
communicate to the cardholder the portion of the overall transaction amount 
that is associated with that individual shipment and the portion of the overall 
transaction amount and merchandise still to be shipped to the cardholder. 

o The portion of the transaction amount in an individual clearing record which 
relates to merchandise, must match the value of the merchandise that is 
sent with the associated shipment. 

o The aggregate of all the clearing records does not exceed the total 
transaction amount of the authorisation by more than 15 per cent. 

o Each message in the clearing record must include the MCSN and Multiple 
Clearance Sequence Count, to sequentially identify and link all the clearing 
records associated with the single authorisation. 

o For the authorisation and each clearing record and each transaction receipt, 
the following information must be the same: 

o Account Number 
o Expiration date for the card 
o Merchant outlet 

 
Acquirers 
With effect from 11 April 2014, acquirers may submit multiple clearing transactions 
for a single card absent transaction. Each clearing transaction must, at a minimum, 
include: 
 
 A TCR 0 record that contains the same cardholder account number that 

appears in the authorisation 
 A TCR 5 Payment Service Data record that contains: 

o The same transaction ID that appears in the authorisation 
o The correct MCSN in positions 45-46 in ascending order 
o The Multiple Clearing Sequence Count in positions 47-48 must be set 

to the value that reflects the total number of clearing transactions 
submitted for the same authorisation.  The value must be identical in 
each TCR 5 record submitted for the single authorisation. 

 The MCSN and the Multiple Clearing Sequence Count must appear in all 
transaction messages including representments, reversals and chargebacks. 

 
Acquirers are reminded that, as specified in the Visa Europe Operating Regulations-
Volume I (November 2013), Section 5.1.E.9.b, this type of authorisation is valid for 
up to seven calendar days. 

For more information 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Visa Europe 
Customer Support on your country-specific number or e-mail 
customersupport@visa.com  
 

Mariano Dima 
Chief Marketing Officer 

 


